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Dear Friends
Since I last wrote to you in the Spring
Report, we have all learned to come to
terms, in one way or another, with the
restrictions, frustrations and distress
caused by the continuing pandemic. We
have been fortunate, I think, that the
Coronavirus has taken its course during
the months of summer; the prospect now
before us of a "second wave" of the
disease occurring through the autumn and
winter months is an even more daunting
one and my thoughts and prayers are with
all who will be afflicted in body, mind or
spirit as we move forward.
There have, nonetheless, been some
small grains of encouragement. Thanks to
the Williams family and other members of
the choir and congregation, a recorded
service has been broadcast every Sunday
during lockdown, originally from the
chapel in Abbey House and latterly from
the Abbey itself. The building was able to
open for private prayer on June 15th and
services resumed a month later on July
12th. From the end of September Carleton
returned to provide organ music and on
October 12th we welcomed back the
Abbey choir. The administration of the
Abbey has also been badly hit and, as I
wrote in May, the financial situation has
been dire. Now is a time to rebuild and
reorganise, a task in which The Friends
are ready and willing to assist. There has
been good news in the shape of a grant of
£185,000 from the Government's Heritage
Recovery Fund, which is intended to
mitigate some of the worst effects of the

crisis on the Abbey's running costs. As I
write we await the outcome of a further
application for a grant from the Historic
England Cathedral and Major Church
Repair Fund, which will enable us to
complete some significant works arising
from the 2015 Quinquennial Review. The
2020 Quinquennial is already under way
and The Friends await its outcome with
interest. Fortunately our funds remain
relatively robust and we hope to support
the PCC through this difficult time. We
have agreed in principle to fund the
equipment to enable the live streaming of
services in the very near future and will
make our customary grant to the Fabric
Fund.

Visitors to the Abbey following the safety
precautions in place

The Friends too are stirring once again
into life. Although the spring and summer
rounds of meetings were cancelled, we
have now been able to schedule both
committee and Council meetings via
Zoom. Sadly it has not been possible to
arrange an AGM this year. In compliance
with the Charity Commission guidance
and in common with other Friends'
organisations, including Peterborough and
York, Council took the decision at its
September meeting to cancel the 2020
AGM. We have met the statutory
requirement to submit our annual report
and accounts, approved by Council in
April, to the commissioners and have
agreed that Council members due to
stand down or be re-elected in July will
serve an additional year. At the 2021
AGM, those who would have been elected
this year will be elected to serve just two
years along with those being elected in
2021 to serve for three.

Much of The Friends' customary activity
has been on hold, but we hope to resume
some of it in the near future. In particular
we are happy to announce a talk by Zoom
to be given on Saturday 28th November
by The Very Reverend Michael Tavinor,
Dean of Hereford, whom many of you will
remember as Vicar of Tewkesbury from
1990 to 2002. His title will be
"Tewkesbury and Hereford: Compare and
Contrast" and I am sure that it will be a
memorable
and
highly
entertaining
evening. Further details, including how to
receive your Zoom invitation, can be
found on the back of this newsletter.
Young
Friends
have
been
largely
furloughed during the past months,
though
we
held
a
story-writing
competition, which was won by Rachel
Bagley whose story can be read on The
Friends' website. Congratulations, Rachel.
Ellie March, the Friends' Scholar, was to
have arranged an activity with young
Friends, but her own activities have been
severely constrained by the pandemic.
Although she has continued her academic
research, she has not been able to
undertake the field work that she'd
intended over the summer. She was
nonetheless able to spend a week in
Tewkesbury in early October to catch up
on some of that. The University of Exeter
has agreed, if necessary, to extend the
period of Ellie's PhD so that she can
conclude her work, including the Abbey's
Conservation Plan. The University will
finance the extension, but The Friends
have agreed to support Ellie by way of

remunerating her for any added expenses
which she might incur.
The Friends' 2021 Appeal has inevitably
lost some of its momentum, though
money does continue to come in. Our
thanks to all who have been able to
contribute to the Appeal during the past
few months, bringing it to a total of
£56,560 as at 30th September. It is now
impossible for the proposed improvement
at the north door to be completed, as was
hoped, in time for the 2021 celebrations.
Indeed the celebrations themselves are
likely to be curtailed, depending on the
progress of the pandemic. We do,
however, hope that we might be able to
hold the 2021 Fitzhamon Lecture, which is
scheduled to take place on Saturday 24th
April. Our lecturer will be Professor John
Harper of the University of Bangor, who is
an expert in medieval liturgy and ritual
and will talk to us, appropriately, about
the service and ceremonial of the
consecration in October 1121. We shall, of
course, keep you informed about that in
coming months.
As we approach the end of this
tumultuous year, our thoughts naturally
turn to the seasons of Advent and
Christmas. As I'm sure we're all aware,
the nature of our personal festive
celebrations are far from clear and the
same is true for the Abbey. We would
normally include with this mailing details
of the Advent and Christmas services, but
as I write there is uncertainty about what
will
be
possible
in
the
current
circumstances. When we are able to we
shall put details on our website and try to
inform members by e-mail. In the
meantime, I trust that, whatever your
personal situation, you will be able to
experience some of the joy and peace of
Christmas and that the New Year will
bring a renewal of hope and health. 2021
marks the 900th anniversary of the
consecration of the Abbey; may it also
mark a new and prosperous beginning for
us all .
Graham Finch

A welcome sight for the Abbey's summer visitors

Tewkesbury Abbey – Summer 2020
With so many restrictions in place it is not
surprising that many chose to stay close
to home and to explore more local
attractions. Although the Abbey could only
partially reopen, and almost all seating
had to be removed, a visit to the Abbey
this summer provided a place of refuge,
quiet and beauty for many. Through
personal welcome, creativity and hard
work, the Abbey maintained its mission.

repose for many. Peregrines once again
nested on the Abbey’s tower (but sadly no
chicks fledged), and during quieter
moments in late spring and early summer
an encounter with a fox was a regular
report from a stroll around the Abbey.
Among the Friends’ funded minor works
which could be completed this year was
the trimming of the yew hedges around
the site, helping to keep things ordered
and maintained.

Not everyone felt comfortable to step
inside so the Abbey’s beautiful grounds
provided open space and a place of quiet

Thank you to all the Abbey’s many Friends
for helping it to ‘be there’ for people in
this strangest of years.

Friends’ Zoom Lecture
In common with very many people this
year the Friends have had to find new
ways to do things and learn some new
skills, holding virtual meetings being one
of them. Now we feel ready to hold a
lecture using the ‘Zoom’ facility and we
are most grateful to Very Revd Michael
Tavinor for agreeing to be our lecturer.
If you have never used Zoom before all
you need is a computer with an internet
connection. The link to the lecture will be
sent out in an email to those requesting
it. To keep things extra safe the meeting
will be hosted, not open to the public,
with a password to be used, and only
those who have registered to attend will
be permitted to join when the link is
clicked. You can join without your audio
and video if you just want to listen. Look
out for an email to your inbox around 5 th
November with a link to request the Zoom
meeting details, or email
admin@friendsoftewkesburyabbey.org.uk

Saturday 28th November
7.30pm
Zoom Lecture:
“Tewkesbury and Hereford –
Compare
and Contrast”
Very Revd. Michael Tavinor
FREE Event
(a donation link will be sent out
with the invitation)
Sorry, on this occasion you will have to
provide your own refreshments!
Spaces are limited and registration is
essential so
PLEASE BOOK
when the invitation arrives

Friends’ Website
Do take a look at the Friends’ website www.friendsoftewkesburyabbey.org.uk for
information, news updates and some excellent articles. Recent posts have included the
winning entry by Rachel Bagley of the Young Friends’ short story competition and a
fully illustrated exploration of the Abbey’s many lofts and hidden chambers by Dr Ian
White. Thank you to Ian for the provision of the photographs used to illustrate this
newsletter.
Karen Vincent, Friends’ Administrator

